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Error Code Table  

 

(valid for all chip card and coin timer devices of Holtkamp) 
 

 
 
 

 
Südstr. 40 / D 49084 Osnabrück / Germany 

Tel. +49 541 97120-0 - Fax. +49 541 97120-40 
 

 
 
If an operating error or any other error occurs, the Holtkamp devices display an error message. 
Normally the message is displayed blinking for 3 seconds. 
 
This is an extract of the german Holtkamp error code table, it contains the most important 
errors. If any other error code occurs, refer to the german error code table Fehlercode-
tabelle1.doc! 
 
E00 (there is no error message!) 
 
E02 Data transfer is interrupted. Possible causes: the device is not switched on, or the data cable 

is unplugged etc.  
 
E03 Memory read error (EEPROM of the device) 
 
E04 Memory write error (EEPROM of the device) 
 
E05 DIP switch 2 (T20FREI) must be switched on (it enables the chip cards of type 20…22 to 

initialise the device EEPROM). 
 
E06 DIP switch 3 (T4183FREI) for enabling the card types 41...83 is switched off. 
 
E14 Deleting or programming of the values is not possible with this card! 
 
E21 Don’t forget to switch off DIP switch 2 (after initialising the device EEPROM by chip card type 

20)! 
 
E23 The DIP switches 1 (PROG) and 2 (T20FREI) are switched on, this card is not permitted! 
 
E28 Chip card read error 
 
E37 This function is disabled or blocked, see configuration menu! 
 
E39 General parameter error. 
 
E40    Unknown software version or transmission protocol version.  
 
E41    Wrong device has answered (wrong address). 
   
E44    Unexpected card serial number (when performing card modification and card verification!) 
 
E45    Serial interface (slave mode): Unknown command (IDENTIF). Or the command or return code 

is not expected at this moment.  
 
E46    Serial interface (slave mode): Group address not permitted, or command is unknown. 
 
E49 Division by 0. 
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E50 Chip card write error  
 
E51 Unsupported type of chip card  
 
E52 Strange chip card (the device or the card is not yet initiated with the right H numbers H1, H2 

and H3. Or the card does not belong to this chip card system).  
 
E53 Chip card read error. There are different reasons: 

a) the card is defective, or its contacts are draggled 
b) the sort of card is inhibited, see configuration! 

 
E54 Chip card write error 
 
E57 Card was extracted to fast, please insert it again. Otherwise data might be lost. 
 
E58 Card balance (money) is destroyed 
 
E59 Card type number is destroyed 
 
E60 Card balance (money) is higher than the permitted maximum value 
 
E65 Card is blocked! (Each card has a serial number and can be blocked individual).  
 
E66 Card utilisation counter is exceeded 
 
E67 Card revaluating counter is exceeded 
 
E68 One-way card, revaluating is not permitted 
 
E71 Card balance (money) can not be revaluated, because the permitted maximum value would be 

exceeded 
 
E72 Card balance (money) can not be devaluated, because the permitted minimum value would be 

exceeded 
 
E74 Card is missing (it was removed in the meantime) 
 
E79  Serial interface: The device does not know the transmission protocol version, or the 

transmitted number of data bytes is incorrect. 
 
E81    Serial interface (slave mode): Overrun error. 
 
E82    Serial interface (slave mode): Framing error.  
 
E83    Serial interface (slave mode): Parity Error (Possible cause: the paritys or the baudrates of 

sender and receiver are set to different values, or several devices have the same address.) 
 
E84    Serial interface (slave mode): Runtime error (timeout). 
 
E85    Serial interface (slave mode): Incomprehensibly or invalid signals are received. 
 
E86    Serial interface (slave mode): Buffer overrun error (too many bytes). 
 
E87    Serial interface: Collision on the bus! Possible cause: several devices have the same address. 
 
E88    Serial interface (slave mode): Timeout (ETX not found, or receiver sends no answer, or too 

long delay between 2 bytes). Possible cause: the paritys or the baudrates of sender and 
receiver are set to different values. 

 
E89    Serial interface (slave mode): Checksum error, or other data errors (unexpected number of bytes). 
 
E90    Serial interface (slave mode): Timeout 
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E91    PC did not answer to a balance card verification request after a card was inserted (timeout, no 

station enquiry was sent).  
 
E92    PC did not answer to a balance card verification request after a modification of the card 

balance (timeout, no station enquiry was sent). Consequence: the balances in the card and in 
the PC are no longer identical, and the card possibly will be refused the next time it is inserted. 
Exception: when the card is extracted another attempt will be done to inform the PC about the 
new balance. If this is successful, the error is corrected. 

 
E93    PC did not answer to a balance card verification request after a card was extracted (timeout, 

no station enquiry was sent). Consequence: if the card balance was modified, the balances in 
the card and in the PC are no longer identical, and the card possibly will be refused the next 
time it is inserted. Exception: if the card balance was not modified, there will be no error. 

 
E94   The PC did not send a station enquiry for a longer time (an event could not be reported, e.g. 

after inserting a balance card etc.). 
 
E95    PC did sent a wrong answer. 
 
E96    The device is not registered in the PC. 
 
E97    Balance card is unknown, its serial number is not registered in the client base of the PC. 
 
E98    Card balance does not match with the balance stored in the PC. 
 
E129   The currency of the card and the device is different. 
 
E136 The chip card device is not authorised to access the card. The anti-theft condition is not 

fulfilled (writing inhibited, reading may be permitted). 
 
E137   The inserted sort of card is not enabled (Start Card ISO/DOF). See configuration! 
 
E140   Card: unknown card version or data structure version. 
 
E141   Card: unknown sort of card 
 
E147   The amount to be devaluated is too high, the balance of the card does not reach out to pay it! 
 
E191   The inserted sort of card is not enabled (PIN Card). See configuration! 
 
E192   The inserted sort of card is not enabled (ABO Card). See configuration! 
 
E193   The inserted sort of card is not enabled (MEM8 Card (8 kByte)). 
 
E194   The inserted sort of card is not enabled (MEM16 Card (16 kByte)). 
 
E200   Data error in the time / price menu in the EEPROM memory of the device. Check the data! 
 
E201   Data error in the configuration data or coin validator data in the EEPROM memory of the 

device. Check the data! 
 
E216 The currency changeover to Euro cannot be performed because the permitted maximum card 

balance would be exceeded. Devaluate the card! 
 
E232 The conditions needed for executing this function are not confirmed! 
 
E233   Data error in the common data in the EEPROM memory of the device. If this error occurs 

several times, the device must be initiated or repaired. 
 
E234   Data error in the statistics data in the EEPROM memory of the device. Check the data! 
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E241 Illegal bitmap format or compression (expected: windows bitmap file with 24 bit color, not 
inverted, no compression, one layer, arbitrary definition, maximum width = 320 pixels, 
maximum height = 240 pixels) 

 
E246 RAM checksum error. (If this error occurs again after switching off and on the power supply a 

technical defect exists, and the device is blocked. Note: wait at least 5 seconds between 
switching off and on!).  

 
E247 ROM checksum error. (If this error occurs again after switching off and on the power supply a 

technical defect exists, and the device is blocked. Note: wait at least 5 seconds between 
switching off and on!).  

 
E281 Fuse A is defect (or external operating voltage is not properly connected or failed).  
 
E282 Fuse B is defect (or external operating voltage is not properly connected or failed). (Project 

UPow: fuse 2, moodlight supply 3,3V (also: maybe voltage regulator is defect)) 
 
E283 Fuse C is defect (or external operating voltage is not properly connected or failed). (Project 

UPow: fuse 2, moodlight supply 24V) 
 
E284 Fuse D is defect (or external operating voltage is not properly connected or failed). (Project 

UPow: fuse 3, moodlight supply 230V and 230V supply of device and body fan) 
 
E285 Fuse E is defect (or external operating voltage is not properly connected or failed). (Project 

UBAK: 230V supply of all valves, the air conditioner and the condensation water pump) 
 
E286 Fuse F is defect (or external operating voltage is not properly connected or failed). (Project 

UAud V1: 24V supply of power amplifier; project UAud V2: 5V supply of smartphone via USB 
connector) 

 
E290 Serial interface (master mode): Timeout during polling of the networked devices (RS485). If 

the connection was interrupted a too long time, the device sends this message at station 
enquiry (ENQ) when the connection is established again. (Project UPow and UHDND: during 
the offline time the lamp and fan relays remain switched on. They are switched off 
automatically after elapsing of their internal timers.) 

 
E291 Serial interface (master mode): the receiving device reports: length of the sent transmission 

block is unknown to the receiving device (number of bytes). 
 
E292 Serial interface (master mode): the receiving device reports: transmission protocol version of 

the sent transmission block is unknown to the receiving device (the receiver does not support 
this version). 

 
E293 Serial interface (master mode): the receiving device reports: the identifier (command / return 

code) of the sent transmission block is unknown to the receiving device! Or the identifier is 
known, but it is not expected at this moment or in this operating state! It is possible that 
another answer is expected! 

 
E294 Serial interface (master mode): the receiving device reports a receive buffer overrun error. 
 
E298   Data error in a password in the EEPROM memory of the device. 
 
E299   Data error in the error protocol in the EEPROM memory of the device! 
 
E301   Data error in the breeze / aroma / airco data in the EEPROM memory of the device. 
 
E305   Data error in the lamps changing interval data and the restart delay time data in the EEPROM 

memory of the device. 
 
E306   Data error in the event protocol data in the EEPROM memory of the device. 
 
E310 Shoulder Tanning Module is not present. 
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E311 Safety switch error (one or more safety switches give alarm!). 
 
E312 Emergency switch error (switch is on). 
 
E313 Sound Module is not present (wellness music and voice guide). 
 
E316 Condensate tank switch of airconditioner gives alarm (tank is full). 
 
E320 General error when accessing SD card (timeout or response error, read or write error) 
 
E331 SD card: file could not be opened. Does not exist? 
 
E416 Serial sound module interface: module is busy  
 
E417 Serial sound module interface: module is in sleep mode 
 
E418 Serial sound module interface: module sent a data error  
 
E419 Serial sound module interface: module reports a checksum error 
 
E420 Serial sound module interface: module reports „Folder or track not found“ 
 
E421 Serial sound module interface: module reports „µSD card and USB flash drive not found“ 
 
E422 Serial sound module interface: module reports “MP3 cable not present, see 3,5 mm jack plug”. 

In spite of this: command executed! 
 
E423 Serial sound module interface: module reports “BlueTooth module cable not present, see 3,5 

mm jack plug”. In spite of this: command executed! 
 
E424 Serial sound module interface: module reports “BlueTooth module is inhibited by software or 

jumper 1a. Command not executed! 
 
 


